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Prenatal Cocaine Exposure and Mother–Infant Interaction: Implications for Occupational Therapy Intervention
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The literature from multiple disciplines on in utero cocaine exposure and mother–infant interaction and attachment was examined for possible relationships and implications for occupational therapists. Maternal cocaine use and neurobehavioral deficits in neonates prenatally exposed to cocaine may result in interactional difficulties between mother and infant. Knowledge of child development, sensory regulation, and infant cues will enable therapists to assist the mother in creating positive interactive experiences between herself and her child.

The recent increase in cocaine use by pregnant women in the United States has led to frequent media reports of a new group of children doomed to failure, the “crack babies.” Although scientific research has been controversial, there is enough evidence to prove that the crack baby is a media myth. Presently, we are without convincing evidence that fetal exposure to cocaine is a predetermination of ultimate overall deficiency. However, research has shown that there are potential long-term detrimental effects of cocaine use during pregnancy. These effects on the neonate, along with the characteristics of both infants prenatally exposed to cocaine and mothers who use cocaine, will be explored. The ultimate concern is the relationship between prenatal cocaine exposure and mother–infant attachment and how occupational therapists may intervene to promote the attachment process.

Historical Perspectives of Cocaine Use

The recent cocaine “epidemic” is not the first. In the late 1800s, cocaine was readily available for use as a stimulant and digestive aid. It was introduced to the public in Coca-Wine (which later became Coca-Cola®) and enjoyed a brief period of success (Atkins, 1988; Hutchings, 1993). Later, when the addictive properties were recognized, the public became suspicious of cocaine, and it was removed from Coca-Cola and replaced with caffeine. By 1914, legislation was passed that restricted cocaine to prescription use only (Atkins, 1988; Hutchings, 1993). Use of cocaine remained limited until the 1970s and 1980s when it was rediscovered by the wealthy, and rates of use increased dramatically (Plessinger & Woods, 1993). The high cost of cocaine limited its use to the middle and upper class initially; however, patterns changed drastically with the introduction of “crack” cocaine in the mid 1980s. Crack is a smokable form of cocaine that is extremely addictive, readily available, and fairly inexpensive. This combination of characteristics led crack to become widely used in the poor, inner city, and minority populations. Although there has recently been a decline of cocaine use in the general population, use of crack has risen in minority groups, particularly in the inner city. It has been estimated that between 10% and 15% of pregnant women in the United States use cocaine in some form (Glantz & Woods, 1993); however, in some cities, up to 50% of women delivering babies report or test positive for cocaine use (Amaro, Fried, Cabral, & Zuckermand, 1990).

Physiological Effects of Cocaine

Cocaine is a stimulant. In the form of crack, it is 10 to
20 times more powerful, has immediate onset of action once smoked, and reaches peak action within 10 to 15 minutes. The “high” only lasts 20 minutes or so and is followed by a “crash” or craving that often leads to immediate readministration. Smoking crack cocaine is extremely addicting, and lifestyle changes caused by repeated use can occur within weeks or months (Atkins, 1988; Breshnahan, Brooks, & Zuckerman, 1991; Zuckerman, 1991).

In the user, cocaine and crack work neurochemically by blocking the reuptake of neurotransmitters—particularly dopamine, norepinephrine, and serotonin—leading to accumulation in the synapse. This results in overstimulation of the receptors for these neurotransmitters, which can eventually lead to cell death (Lenn, 1991). In the dopamine system, the accumulation exaggerates the pleasure response and feelings of increased esteem. It also enhances alertness and heightens energy and productivity (Bandstra & Burkett, 1991). Chronic use leads to depletion of dopamine, which is thought to be the cause of depression, anxiety, and withdrawal symptoms in addicts (Frank, Breshnahan, & Zuckerman, 1993; Zuckerman, 1991). In the norepinephrine system, the overstimulation leads to increased heart rate, vasoconstriction, increased blood pressure, and mild tremors (Bandstra & Burkett, 1991). Through the serotonin system, mood, affect, and sleep–wakefulness cycles may be disrupted (Bandstra & Burkett, 1991).

Pregnancy may slow the metabolism of cocaine in both the mother and the fetus, leading to increased sensitivity to cocaine and longer exposure from a single administration (Plessinger & Woods, 1993). Cocaine directly enters the fetus and increases sympathetic nervous system effects, leading to vasoconstriction, increased blood pressure, tachycardia, and the possibility of seizures. Further, cocaine indirectly affects the fetus via the mother’s central nervous system. Vasoconstriction in her body, particularly the placenta, reduces oxygen and nutrient availability. Reduced blood supply to the fetus at critical times may cause deformation of growing structures. Hypoxia due to vasoconstriction may be the mechanism for reduced size and weight (Lester et al., 1991). In the fetus, cocaine may alter neurotransmitter concentrations, receptor site development, synaptogenesis, and neuronal migration and differentiation (Frank et al., 1993; Lauder, 1988).

**Effects of Fetal Cocaine Exposure**

**Neonatal and Infant Studies**

In reviewing the literature regarding the effects of cocaine use in human pregnancy, one finds many controversial reports. Many studies have been completed to determine the extent of negative neonatal outcomes after intrauterine cocaine exposure. The risk of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome is slightly increased in neonates prenatally exposed to cocaine, but much less so than for those of mothers who used other drugs (Zuckerman, 1991). Aberration of the placenta occurs infrequently, particularly with cocaine use in the last trimester of pregnancy (Frank et al., 1993). Prematurity is reported by some (Chasnoff, Lewis, Griffith, & Wiley, 1989; Cherukuri, Minkoff, Feldman, Parekh, & Glass, 1988; Frank et al., 1993; Neerhof, MacGregor, Retsky, & Sullivan, 1989; Plessinger & Woods, 1993) but not others (Hadeed & Siegel, 1989) and may be due to lack of prenatal care. Cardiac difficulties (Frassica, Orav, Walsh, & Lipsulticz, 1994) and congenital, visual, brainstem, and cerebral abnormalities, which are thought to be related to vasoconstriction during important times of structural formations in the fetal brain, are also reported (Domínguez, Villa-Coro, Slopis, & Bohan, 1991; Good, Ferriero, Golabi, & Kobori, 1992; Hoyme et al., 1990). Intrauterine growth retardation, small head circumference, and low birth weight are the most frequently and consistently reported effects of exposure to cocaine in utero (Chasnoff, Griffith, Freier, & Murray, 1992; Chasnoff, Lewis, Griffith, et al., 1989; Cherukuri et al., 1988; Chiriboga, Bareman, Brust, & Hauser, 1993; Frank et al., 1993; Hadeed & Siegel, 1989; Hurt et al., 1995; Neerhof et al., 1989; Nulman et al., 1994; Sallee et al., 1995). These effects have been shown to be diminished if the mother ceases cocaine use during the first trimester (Chasnoff, Griffith, MacGregor, Dirkes, & Burns, 1989).

Some studies have found neurological deficits and seizures (Dixon & Bejar, 1989; Dusick et al., 1993; Frank et al., 1993), but they may resolve over time. Other studies have found no neurological abnormalities. Magnetic resonance imaging was done on eight infants exposed to cocaine in utero and showed no evidence of cranial infarction or other abnormalities (Link, Weese-Mayer, & Byrd, 1991). Of 39 neonates who were exposed to cocaine in utero and given electroencephalographs (EEGs) after birth, 17 were found to have abnormal EEGs (Dobrzański, Shanzer, Senie, & Kandali, 1988). The abnormalities reflected the type of pattern present in cerebral irritation and may be related to the neurobehavioral effects, such as tremors, irritability, and poor state regulation, often seen in neonates exposed to cocaine. However, by 3 to 12 months of age, all the EEGs were normal. Legido, Clancy, Spitzer, & Fennegan (1992) also studied EEGs of 35 neonates prenatally exposed to cocaine but found no significant abnormalities. Cohen, Slaves, Laugani, Glass, and DeMarinas (1994) used neurosonography to examine the brains of 18 full-term neonates with prenatal exposure and 19 infants without prenatal exposure. They noted no infarctions or hemorrhages in either group, but in the cocaine-exposed group, 8 neonates showed evidence of cyst formation in the brain. Dixon
and Bejar (1989) found sonographic abnormalities in 35.1% of 74 infants studied who were exposed prenatally to multiple drugs. Of the infants who were exposed to cocaine, 32 (41%) had abnormal echoencephalographic lesions. However, another study using neurosonography found no differences between neonates who were exposed prenatally and those who were not (King et al., 1995). Caudate nucleus abnormalities were found in 48% of infants of heavy cocaine users studied compared with 22% to 23% infants of light or nonusers (Frank, McCartney, Cabral, Levenson, & Zuckerman, 1994).

Additional research has been done to determine neurobehavioral effects of prenatal exposure to cocaine. Many of these studies have used the Brazelton Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale (NBAS) to investigate the outcomes of prenatal exposure on infants' behavior. The early studies demonstrated alterations in the infants' abilities to orient to stimuli, habituate to repeated stimuli, and maintain state regulation (Chasnoff, Griffith, MacGregor et al., 1989; Chasnoff, Lewis, Griffith, et al., 1989; Eisen et al., 1991; Griffith, 1989; Hume et al., 1989). Mayes, Granger, Frank, Schottenfeld, & Bornstein (1993), found significantly lower performance on the habituation items of the NBAS in neonates who were exposed to cocaine. This effect remained even when controlling for the low birth weight of these infants. There was also a relationship between low birth weight and poor state regulation, which may have been why earlier studies not controlling for weight had found state regulation difficulties. Mayes et al.'s study controlled for multiple variables, and across all examinations, habituation scores were lower for the infants who were exposed to cocaine. Another study, which used the Bayley Scales of Infant Development (BSID) to test two groups of 3-month-old infants, also noted habituation difficulties (Mayes, Bornstein, Chawarska, & Granger, 1995). One group consisted of infants who were prenatally exposed to cocaine, whereas the control group of infants were not exposed. The infants prenatally exposed to cocaine were more likely to react with irritability and less likely to habituate to novel stimuli than those in the control group. However, scores on the mental scales of the BSID were similar in the two groups.

Another study also found cognitive development to be similar in 6-month-old infants who either were or were not prenatally exposed to drugs, although temperament differences were noted (Edmondson & Smith, 1994). The infants who had been exposed were reported to be harder to manage. A recent study examined learning and emotional reactivity in 72 4-month-old to 8-month-old infants, half of whom had been prenatally exposed to cocaine (Bendersky, Alessandri, Sullivan, & Lewis, 1995). The researchers found the infants who had been exposed to drugs to be less engaged in a learning task, demonstrate lower levels of arousal, and have fewer positive responses to learning. Overall, the researchers believed that there was a lack of motivation for learning, especially when challenged, and a lack of emotional responses, which they proposed could alter relations with the caregiver.

Motor delays and tonal abnormalities are sometimes reported as well. One study demonstrated a 40 times greater risk for motor delays in infants who were prenatally exposed versus controls at 4 months of age (Schneider, 1988). Another study found that infants who had been exposed to cocaine were more likely to exhibit abnormal tone and movement patterns, particularly hypertonia and tremors (Chiroboga, Bateman, Brust, & Hauser, 1993). A study of only very low-birth-weight infants who either were or were not prenatally exposed to cocaine found that the infants who had been exposed were more likely to have depressed scores on cognitive and motor assessments (Singer et al., 1994). However, motor delays are not consistently reported and may not persist as infants age (Hurt et al., 1995).

Lester et al. (1991) proposed that variations in neurobehavioral findings of some studies are due to cocaine's dual effects when used during pregnancy (direct effects on the fetus vs. indirect effects from the mother). By examining infants' cries, they found that the infants tended to fall into one of two groups: depressed behavior or excitable behavior. The researchers proposed, and their data supported, that the indirect or growth effects were responsible for the depressed activity, whereas the direct nervous system effects were responsible for excitability. Other researchers explain the dual effects of cocaine exposure by cocaine's metabolites, or by-products (Konkol, Murphy, Ferriero, Dempsey, & Olsen, 1994). Certain metabolites seem to be in higher concentrations in excitable infants, whereas others are more prevalent in lethargic infants.

Some researchers have reported minimal to no difference between neonates who had been exposed to cocaine and neonates who had not (Coles, Platzman, Smith, James, & Falek, 1992; Hutchings, 1993; Neuspiel, Hamel, Hochberg, Green, & Campbell, 1991). Inconsistent findings are not surprising when one considers the many confounding variables present in this type of research. Cocaine often is not the only drug being used; many of the mothers also smoke cigarettes and drink alcohol. Maternal report of the frequency and dosages of cocaine used may be inaccurate, the amount of prenatal care received may vary greatly, and differing postnatal environments are an issue (Neuspiel, 1995; Zuckerman & Frank, 1992). Because of these difficulties in human research, animal models that control for most variables are extremely
important. Some researchers believe that despite inconclusive evidence in humans, animal models provide enough information about cocaine's harmful effects to warrant continued concern about its use during human pregnancy (Henderson & McMillan, 1990; Plessinger & Woods, 1993; Smith, Mattran, Kurkjian, & Kurtz, 1989; Spear et al., 1989; Spear & Heyser, 1992).

**Animal Research**

Rat pups exposed to cocaine in utero were underweight at birth and had delayed maturation of the righting reflex (Henderson & McMillan, 1990). Considerable alterations in metabolism in the brains of adult rats exposed to cocaine prenatally have also been noted (Dow-Edwards, Freed, & Fico, 1990). These changes occurred in subcortical, limbic, hypothalamic, and two cortical regions—the primary somatosensory and motor cortices. Another study of cocaine exposure in rats looked at brainstem development and found prolonged auditory brainstem responses possibly due to delayed myelination (Salamy, Dark, Salli, Shah, & Peeke, 1992). Cocaine-exposed rat offspring were also shown to have tactile hypersensitivity and aversion to tactile stimuli (Chen, Anderson, & West, 1993), have difficulties learning (Spear et al., 1989; Vorhees et al., 1995), respond abnormally to stressful situations (Molina, Wagner, & Spear, 1994), and demonstrate poorly developed social play (Wood, Bannoura, & Johnson, 1994).

When cocaine-exposed rat offspring reach adulthood, they may have reduced neurotransmitter function. In particular, Minabe, Ashby, Heyser, Spear, & Wang (1992) showed dopaminergic function to be affected and found a smaller number of spontaneously active midbrain dopaminergic cells than is typical. These researchers believed that the increased irritability, decreased interactive behavior, and learning deficits found in human offspring prenatally exposed to cocaine might partially be accounted for by these results if the same reduction in dopaminergic function could be found in humans. However, dopamine system changes may not persist into adulthood in all cases (Keller, Maisonneuve, Nuccio, Carlson, & Glick, 1994). The serotonergic system may also be affected, with changes lasting into adulthood. Neuroendocrine responses, which are end-products of serotonergic function, have been shown to be altered in female rats exposed to cocaine prenatally (Cabrera, Levy, Li, Van de Kar, & Battaglia, 1994).

Prenatal cocaine exposure may increase the vulnerability of the dopamine system, particularly to hypoxic events (Weese-Mayer et al., 1994). When cocaine is present in the neonatal rat brain at the same time a hypoxic event occurs, cell damage has been shown to increase (Spraggins, Seidler, & Slotkin, 1994). A study of brain growth in rats exposed to cocaine determined that actual brain weight and brain structures are unaffected by cocaine exposure during the brain growth spurt (Chen et al., 1993), lending support for the theory that changes in neurotransmitters and receptors are the basis for the neurobehavioral effects being reported.

Studies of rat offspring prenatally exposed to cocaine have shown both immediate and long-term effects, suggesting a change in cognitive processing and overall functioning rather than a delay in cognitive development (Smith et al., 1989; Spear & Heyser, 1992). The animal models provide reason for concern regarding cocaine's long-term effects in humans. Most researchers point out, however, that models that use human subjects are needed to determine whether long-term difficulties with learning, attention, and self-control result from intrauterine cocaine exposure.

**Long-Term Studies in Humans**

Long-term effects on the child, ranging from subtle learning problems to considerable delays, are possible because of cocaine's ability to cross into the fetal brain. Cocaine also impairs fetal oxygenation, which may make the child vulnerable to later difficulties (Bandstra & Burkett, 1991; Lester et al., 1991; Zuckerman, 1991). The effects on fetal neurotransmitters may lead to attention difficulties, hyperactivity, and potential sensory processing problems (Mayes et al., 1993; Needlman, Zuckerman, Anderson, Mirochnick, & Cohen, 1993; Stallings-Sahler, 1993; Zuckerman & Frank, 1992). However, studies that examine the long-term effects of cocaine exposure on the child are fraught with design problems. Without control of the environment in which the child is raised, one cannot determine which deficits are directly the result of cocaine exposure and which are caused by the environment. Often, the postnatal environment is a more important determinant of outcome than the drug use during pregnancy (Bresnahan et al., 1991; Zuckerman, 1991). Few studies have attempted to control for postnatal environment, although this appears to be the trend recently. Usually, such controls include studying only children from one socioeconomic status (SES) group, studying children who were prenatally exposed but were then adopted into a new home, or using other infants and children at high risk as a control group. It is unknown how well these methods truly control for environmental variables, but it is known that the environment is very important in a child's development. The difficulty in controlling for all confounding variables common in this type of research should be kept in mind while reading the results of the following studies.
Language

Language delays are frequently reported in children exposed to cocaine prenatally (Davis et al., 1992; Griffith, Azuma, & Chasnoff, 1994; Nulman et al., 1994; van Baar & de Graaff, 1994), and children with language delays are more likely to have been prenatally exposed to cocaine than children without language delays (Angelilli et al., 1994). Fulks and Harris (1995) found that children who had been exposed to drugs score low on the verbal items of the Miller Assessment for Preschoolers. Nulman et al. (1994) found scores on language-based assessments to be significantly lower in children exposed to cocaine prenatally compared with children who were not exposed, even when intelligence quotient scores were similar. A 3-year follow-up study of children prenatally exposed to cocaine used an intelligence quotient test rather than the BSID and found that cocaine exposure was associated with decreased verbal reasoning (Griffith et al., 1994). A study of children ages 4 to 6 years found that the children who had been prenatally exposed to crack performed poorly on receptive language measures but were comparable to children who had not been exposed in terms of expressive language (Bender et al., 1995). These findings are supported by another study that reported finding greater impairments in receptive versus expressive language abilities in a group of preschoolers prenatally exposed to cocaine (Malakoff, Mayes, & Schottenfield, 1994).

Cognition

Most studies that examined cognitive functioning found normal or near-normal abilities when children who had been exposed to cocaine were compared with those who had not. One study followed children who had been exposed to cocaine and other drugs, children who had been exposed to alcohol and marijuana, and controls through the first 2 years of life and found relatively few significant differences among the groups when tested with the BSID (Chasnoff et al., 1992). Additionally, measures of intelligence quotient were found to be similar between children who had been exposed and those who had not (Nulman et al., 1994). Hurt et al. (1995) tested 219 infants of low SES mothers at 6-month intervals for 30 months and found no significant differences on BSID scores between the group of infants who had been exposed and the controls. Another study compared toddlers who had been exposed to drugs with toddlers at high risk raised in environments matched for ethnicity and social class in order to control for confounding variables such as poor prenatal care, poverty, and adverse postnatal environments (Rodning, Beckwith, & Howard, 1989). The researchers observed the toddlers in a play situation and gave them the Gesell Developmental Schedules and BSID. The toddlers who had been exposed to drugs performed at a lower level on the developmental assessments than the toddlers at high risk but were still within a normal range. Preschoolers prenatally exposed to cocaine performed within the borderline range on the cognitive portions of the McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities (Beckwith, Crawford, Moore, & Howard, 1995). These same children had been tested earlier with the BSID and were found to be within an average range on the mental scales.

Play Skills, Temperament, Sensory Processing, and Behavior

In the Rodning et al. (1989) study, although the cognitive measures were within a normal range, the play skills of the toddler's who had been exposed to drugs were delayed. They had fewer representational play events and decreased spontaneous play. Their play consisted primarily of banging, throwing, scattering, and dropping. In a study of the play of 2-year-olds, Beckwith et al. (1995) found that children exposed prenatally to cocaine and phencyclidine (PCP) demonstrated immature play skills, poor attention, deviant behaviors, and fewer instances of positive social interaction with the caregiver. However, a subgroup of this group played normally. The differences found between the children who played normally and those who did not appeared to be that children who played normally had a greater level of attachment to their primary caregiver, a higher level of developmental abilities, and a more responsive type of mothering during their first year of life.

Children who had been exposed to drugs have been rated as more aggressive than controls (Griffith et al., 1994). This was also noted in Beckwith et al.'s (1995) study of preschool play with peers. They found the preschoolers exposed prenatally, although comparable in many play skills with their peers who were not prenatally exposed, to be more aggressive and inappropriate with peers, more insensitive, and less compliant in general. The preschoolers prenatally exposed to either cocaine or PCP were found to be no different in their ability to delay responses than children who had not been exposed, but they were found to have difficulty remaining in their seat and were more likely to need coaxing to transition between tasks. Beckwith et al. also rated them as more irritable and needing more adult assistance to perform.

One study reported that both biological and foster mothers of children who had been exposed to drugs perceived the children as being overactive, restless, inattentive, perseverative, hypersensitive to sensory stimulation, and difficult to calm (Kelley, 1992). Other therapists and
researchers have observed poor organization of behavior as well, with low stress tolerance, distractibility and poor concentration, impulsiveness, auditory processing difficulties, and problems with spatial motor tasks. In addition, sensory hypersensitivity and poor motor planning have been observed (Stallings-Sahler, 1993). With the Miller Assessment for Preschoolers, Fulks and Harris (1995) found that preschoolers who had been exposed to drugs have difficulties on sensory processing items. Finally, a recent study found no difference in behaviors such as hyperactivity, distractibility, or following directions; however, children with prenatal cocaine exposure were found to perform more poorly on the Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration and the draw-a-person test (Bender et al., 1995).

A retrospective study found major developmental delays in 70 children with prenatal cocaine exposure who were referred for a developmental evaluation at ages from 1 month to 5 years (Davis et al., 1992). In addition, 11% of these children met the criteria for a diagnosis of autism. Autism is thought to occur normally in 2 to 21 per 1,000 live births. This study also found hyperactivity, poor play skills, explosive behavior, and fine motor and visuomotor delays in the majority of these children.

However, not all studies find these types of differences. In one study of behavior in the classroom, no significant differences were found between eight children exposed to cocaine and eight controls (Rotholz, Snyder, & Peters, 1995). Hurt et al. (1995) proposed that it was environmental variables such as SES rather than prenatal cocaine exposure that leads to reported low scores on tests such as the BSID in children who had been exposed to cocaine. These authors found that children from low SES backgrounds, with or without prenatal exposure to cocaine, had lower BSID scores than children from higher SES backgrounds.

Whether it is the prenatal exposure to cocaine or the subsequent poor environment that leads to these difficulties, there is evidence to suggest the potential for long-term problems in these children. The importance of positive mother-infant interactions and improved postnatal environment becomes all the more critical in light of this evidence and in order to afford the child optimal opportunities for development.

Mother-Infant Relationships in Dyads Not Exposed to Drugs

Attachment

Attachment is defined as an affectionate tie between the infant and the caregiver (Swanwick, 1984) that grows over time and is the outcome of the combined behaviors of each (Egeland & Farber, 1984). Infant behavior normally is a biologically prescribed repertoire of actions designed to encourage and promote interactions with the mother (Swanwick, 1984). These infant behaviors include smiling, vocalizing, and gazing, with infant gazing being crucial for continuing face-to-face interaction (Blehar, Lieberman, & Ainsworth, 1977). The maternal behavior most important to the attachment process is responsiveness. Responsiveness to positive infant behaviors is thought to increase their frequency, whereas unresponsiveness is thought to lead to fussiness and gaze aversion (Blehar et al., 1977). Over time, the infants learn either to expect their caregivers to be accessible and available or to expect that the caregivers will be unresponsive to their needs (Ainsworth, 1979).

Multiple studies have shown that responsive mothering leads to securely attached infants (Belsky, Bovine, & Taylor, 1984; Egeland & Farber, 1984; Isabella, Belsky, & von Eye, 1989). Mothers of securely attached infants notice their babies’ cues and use them to guide their responses. They also are positive about their babies and seem to get pleasure from being with them and holding them (Pederson et al., 1990). Not only do mothers of securely attached infants tend to hold their babies more often, but they also have greater face-to-face contact and, in general, are more sensitive during feeding (Crockenburg, 1981). Positive affection and comforting close-body contact has been found to be important in developing attachments (Isabella et al., 1989). Positive interactions are influenced by mothers’ sensitivity to infant cues and respect for the infants’ present state. Pacing or timing of interaction is also important (Blehar et al., 1977). Van den Boom (1994) found that mothers trained in methods of appropriate responsiveness and in accurately monitoring infants’ signals have better attachments with their babies at 12 months than do mothers who were not trained.

Characteristics that hinder attachment are numerous. Crockenburg (1981) found that mothers with low social support, when combined with an irritable infant, led to avoidant and anxious attachments of the infants. In addition, the combination of an irritable infant and poor support systems leads to less responsive mothering in general (Crockenburg, 1981). Denham and Moser (1994) also showed that fussy babies have less attached and less responsive mothers.

Other authors have reported that overstimulation by the mother leads to avoidant behaviors in the infant (Isabella et al., 1989). Anxiously attached babies have mothers who are relatively insensitive and unresponsive and have had early experiences of only brief face-to-face interactions (Blehar et al., 1977). Their mothers also tend to avoid close bodily contact and were likely to exhibit...
affective expression (Ainsworth, 1979). One study reported that mothers of anxious, avoidant infants lack confidence, show poor caregiving skills, react negatively to motherhood, limit the handling of their infants, and respond less to their infants in general (Egeland & Farber, 1984).

Maternal actions with an infant can have a considerable effect on later attachments in either a positive or negative direction. Egeland and Farber (1984) found that over time, if the mother became more skilled in parenting and responding appropriately and more positive in general about motherhood, the attachment improved. Another study found maternal variables to be more important in predicting later attachment than did the child variables (van Ijzendoorn, Goldberg, Kroonenberg, & Frenkel, 1992). The authors hypothesized that although a responsive mother can compensate somewhat for problem behaviors in the infant, the infant is unable to do so when the mother’s interactive skills are lacking.

Long-Term Effects of Mother–Infant Interactions

The mother–infant relationship is not only critical to the emotional health of the infant, but also has been shown to have long-term effects on development. Ainsworth (1979) stated that securely attached infants become more competent and more sympathetic with their peers. She also stated that securely attached children demonstrate better play skills, have more developed problem-solving ability, are more self-directed, and tend to perform better on developmental and language tests. Early mother–infant interaction with positive physical contact and frequent verbal stimulation has been associated with cognitive competence at age 2 years (Olson, Bates, & Bayles, 1984). One study evaluated quality of attachment and later adaptation in preschool and found that mother–infant attachment was a powerful predictor of children’s abilities to adapt to the difficulties and challenges facing them in preschool (Suess, Grossman, & Stroufe, 1992). The authors reported that these children were more competent and showed fewer behavioral problems. The poorly attached children tended to be more hostile, to view others as unavailable, and to have shorter attention spans. Early attachment problems also predict preschool aggression and hostility (Lyons, Alpern, & Repacholi, 1993). In general, it appears that the initial relationship with the mother affects the way the infant organizes his or her behavior in later relationships and in other environmental contexts (Ainsworth, 1979).

Mother–Infant Interaction in Dyads Exposed to Drugs

Attachment flourishes when both mother and infant participate in the development of the relationship. The mother’s primary requirement is to be responsive to the infant and the infant’s is to encourage the interaction with the mother by smiling, vocalizing, and maintaining eye contact. In dyads who have been exposed to drugs, both mother and baby may face difficulties in fulfilling their roles appropriately.

Maternal Variables

The mother’s ability to understand her infant’s cues and respond to them adequately may be limited depending on her own life history, personality, and level of drug use (Freier, Griffith, & Chasnoff, 1991). One study found that mothers with positive urine screens for cocaine were less sensitive to their infant’s cues than mothers with negative screens (Barbach, Glazer, & Norris, 1992). These mothers often come from dysfunctional families themselves, may be in a primary relationship with their drug of choice and not with their child, and may have a tendency toward depression or irritability due to drug withdrawal (Zuckerman & Frank, 1992). The mother’s dependence on the drug may result in her having few social supports and lowered self-esteem. Money for the child’s care may be used instead for drugs; therefore, the child may be at risk for malnutrition, anemia, and overall poor health (Burns & Burns, 1988; Griffith, 1988). This poor care of her child may cause the mother’s feelings of guilt and lowered self-esteem. Feelings of inadequacy, guilt, and depression may leave the mother emotionally unavailable to form a secure attachment with the infant. The combination of negative past experiences and dysfunctional families of origin, when combined with possible emotional instability, lack of knowledge of parenting, a vulnerable or difficult infant, and limited social supports, can result in poor parental responsiveness, including withdrawal, frustration or rejection, and overt hostility (Burns & Burns, 1988; Griffith, 1988).

One study that examined the stress of parenting children who had been exposed to drugs found that mothers who use drugs are more likely to feel considerable stress (Kelley, 1992). In turn, child maltreatment was higher when compared with control groups of foster mothers of children who had been exposed to drugs and mothers who were no longer using drugs. Mothers with addictions may be egocentric, seeing the child as fulfilling her needs but at the same time resenting the child for being demanding. The mother may reject or criticize her child and show limited sensitivity to her infant’s needs (Burns & Burns, 1988). Even if abstinent, the mother may be struggling with remaining so and may be dealing with many other issues of addiction surrounding her own recovery. This again may leave her unavailable for her infant (Frank et al., 1993).
Infant Variables

"In order to build an optimally functioning maternal-infant relationship which is fulfilling to both partners, mother and infant must each have the behavioral repertoire and the adaptability to respond appropriately to the stimulation provided by the other" (Griffith, 1988, p. 105). The effects of cocaine use that have the most impact on the infant's ability to be a responsive partner in attachment are neurobehavioral changes. These vary depending on whether the cocaine effects are direct or indirect. Direct effects of cocaine on the infant's neurological system tend to cause excitability, irritability, and hyperactivity. The indirect effects from vasoconstriction and hypoxia tend to depress the system, causing withdrawal, sleepiness, and lethargy (Lester et al., 1991). Other neurobehavioral difficulties include an inability to regulate state and poor habituation and orientation (Griffith, 1988). These infants can be tremulous and startle easily (Frank et al., 1993) or be poorly responsive and overly sleepy. The sleepiness may be the infants' mechanism for withdrawing from stimulation (Griffith, 1988) because they tend to be easily overstimulated by the sensory environment when they are awake (Hyde & Trautman, 1989). These infants can abruptly switch from state to state and require considerable environmental structuring to attain a quiet alert state that allows for interaction with another (Griffith, 1988). Again, this interaction must be sensitive to the infant's cues, or overstimulation is likely to occur (Griffith, 1988, 1989). One study found that infants who had been exposed to cocaine were more likely to send cues that were unclear and that they were less responsive to the parent in general (Barabach et al., 1992). Another study found these infants to be asleep or distressed for longer periods than were control infants (Gottwald & Thurman, 1994).

Because infants who had been exposed to cocaine are unable to appropriately respond, interactions may be unrewarding for the mother (Freier et al., 1991). Mother-child interaction may be strained, with later consequences on child development and parenting (Zuckerman, 1991). Often, mothers perceive the infant's behaviors as rejection, and in trying to engage, they may overstimulate the infant, show hostility, and eventually detach emotionally (Griffith, 1989).

There has been little research that specifically examines attachment in this population and none where cocaine was the only drug being used. However, in one study of mothers who either used cocaine and PCP or were drug free and who were matched for SES and other variables, 64% of the infants in the drug-free group were rated as securely attached to their mother (Beckwith et al., 1995). Only 18% of the infants of mothers who used drugs were rated as securely attached. In this group, 68% were rated as disorganized in their attachment. Attachment ratings were not found to be affected by the number of changes of the primary caregiver or who the primary caregiver was. An important variable was whether the mother had stopped using drugs after delivery. Only those infants whose mothers had stopped using drugs were considered to be securely attached.

Discussion: Implications for Occupational Therapists

Occupational therapists may more and more frequently encounter infants and children who were exposed to cocaine prenatally. Although working with these children and their families can be challenging, appropriate intervention may positively affect long-term outcomes. Early reports from the media, which led to the belief that crack babies were doomed from birth, have not proven true. Therapists must be aware of the existing controversy surrounding research in this area. Most of the human research studies about prenatal cocaine use and outcomes have problems with their design, including confounding variables that are not always sufficiently controlled for. However, there is now enough evidence both to refute the earlier media contention that children who had been exposed to cocaine were destined to be below average in all areas and to support the belief that there are potential long-term difficulties facing children with prenatal exposure. It is important that therapists be familiar with the literature and the variables most influential to outcomes in order to provide the most effective interventions.

It is believed that crack cocaine affects neurotransmitters and brain processes but appears not to affect brain structures, and children with prenatal drug exposure tend to have average or low-average cognitive skills. Human research suggests that such neurological problems may be related to prenatal cocaine exposure. This is supported by animal research, which has found that changes in neurotransmitter functioning might lead to behavioral difficulties, sensory abnormalities, and changes in cognitive processing, with cognitive function remaining intact. Although the literature from human studies supports the belief that there is a potential for difficulties in certain areas, including neurobehavioral regulation, play skills, sensory processing, temperament, and receptive language abilities, it also suggests that factors other than the prenatal exposure itself may be extremely important. Most encouraging is research supporting the postnatal environment as a more important determinant of outcome than the drug exposure per se. Environments can be changed, whereas prenatal events cannot. Additionally, literature on attachment in dyads without drug exposure have proposed that attach-
Exposure leads to poor attachments due to poor mother and infant responsiveness, which then hinders positive aggression and hostility, and attention span. All of these are areas in which problems have been reported in children with cocaine exposure. Perhaps prenatal cocaine exposure leads to poor attachments due to poor mother and infant responsiveness, which then hinders positive development in those areas. We can only speculate on the differential effects of poor attachment and the cocaine exposure itself. However, attachment, like the postnatal environment, can be improved.

Occupational therapists with knowledge of sensory integration theory, regulatory disorders, emotional development, nervous system functioning, and mother–infant interaction may provide both mother and infant with appropriate intervention. Intervention might target mother–infant attachment specifically to potentially improve childhood outcomes. Attachment will be positively affected by enhancing maternal responsiveness and knowledge and improving infant responsiveness and cues. Specific techniques might include education, direct clinical intervention, and environmental modification.

Occupational therapists can educate the mother about her infant’s needs and cues. The ability to respond appropriately to these cues may be improved with proper information, modeling, and careful cuing from the therapist. Occupational therapists can provide both a role model for interactions with the infant and assistance in recognizing and responding to infant cues. Mothers can be taught to alter their infant’s environment in response to the infant’s needs. At the Perinatal Center for Chemical Dependence in Chicago, researchers found that education programs aimed at increasing responsiveness were beneficial for both the mother and the infant (Griffith, 1989). As the mother’s responsiveness improved, infant state regulation also improved.

In addition to learning to respond appropriately to infant cues, mothers’ understanding of their infants’ sensory tolerance is critical. Understanding their infants’ altered needs for sensory stimulation as the reason for positive environmental modifications may help the mother begin to make these changes independently. Additionally, avoidance behaviors should be explained in terms of an escape from excessive sensory stimulation so that the mother does not misinterpret the behaviors as rejection. Providing information and promoting both maternal confidence and responsiveness in order to enhance attachment are the primary goals of occupational therapy intervention with the mother.

Occupational therapists can also offer direct treatment for the infant on the basis of sensory integration principles. A primary goal of treatment is to help the infant become a receptive partner in interactions with the mother and other caregivers. Receptive behaviors include the ability to regulate state, self-console when upset, and tolerate sensory stimulation from others and the environment. Treatment could consist of calming sensory input, such as deep pressure and slow, gentle linear motion, to assist the infant in becoming receptive to interaction. Initial interactions may consist of brief periods of gazing alone, with no vocalizations or movements. Typically, only one sensory system should be stimulated at a time, and early signs of overstimulation, such as gaze aversion, yawns, hiccoughs, spitting up, changes in skin color, and changes in respiration, should be heeded. Maintaining a calm alert state is of utmost importance in continuing interaction, and positive interactions are necessary for improved attachment.

Appropriate environmental modifications should also be initiated while the infant is still in the hospital. The infant can be provided with ways to feel more secure in the crib, including swaddling and positioning with its hands near its face for self-soothing. The crib can also be covered to reduce light and noise. Basic tasks such as feeding and dressing can be adapted and modeled to increase the use of the types of sensory input that the infant can tolerate and decrease excessive stimulation. Typically, this includes firm, deep touch; swaddling; changing positioning so that the infant is held snugly in either a vertical or horizontal position with contact along as much of the baby’s body surface as possible; and very slow movements. Additionally, it might be necessary to dim lights, reduce environmental noise, and reduce the demands for interaction during these tasks. Adaptations such as these may make it easier for the infant to tolerate the tasks without becoming overstimulated, thus allowing the mother to become more confident in handling her infant. Perhaps more normal mother–infant interactions during feeding and dressing will support the attachment process.

One specific technique that could prove beneficial to both mother and infant is pediatric massage. For therapists experienced in pediatric massage, it can become a vehicle for promoting more normal interaction and enhancing attachment in the dyads. For the infant, massage can provide calming deep pressure and joint input, improved circulation, maintenance of muscles in an optimum state, and reflex stimulation in the skin (Drehobl & Fuhr, 1991). Massage may assist with reducing pain and sensory hypersensitivity as well as with promoting a normal touch experience. Massage has also been shown to be beneficial in modulating state (White-Traut & Pate, 1987). Neonates with cocaine exposure who received 10 days of massages showed fewer stress behaviors and demonstrated more mature behaviors when tested with the NBAS than...
The mother who learns to massage her baby may gain confidence in both handling her infant and responding to the infant's body and cues. She may also be given a powerful method of calming her baby. Infants are more likely to attain a quiet alert state after massage (White-Taut & Nelson, 1988), thereby allowing the mother a chance for greater interaction. Thus, massage may be an initial way for mother and infant to experience pleasure with each other. Massage techniques, when combined with additional education for the mother and appropriate sensory experiences for the infant, have the potential for positively affecting mother–infant interaction and long-term outcomes for both.

Conclusion

Although much of the information currently available on prenatal cocaine exposure is at times contradictory or inconclusive, it does appear that there is potential for long-term effects of prenatal cocaine exposure, including a negative impact on the relationship formed between the mother and infant. Direct effects of cocaine exposure on the infant, such as neurological alterations and intrauterine growth retardation, may have lasting implications for the infant's development as well as the infant's ability to provide positive interactive experiences for the mother.

Appropriate sensory experiences and techniques, such as pediatric massage, may assist the infant in gaining improved self-regulation, orientation, and interactive skills. However, the indirect effects of maternal cocaine use, such as poor postnatal environment and poor maternal responsiveness, may be more detrimental to the infant's outcome than the exposure itself. Therapists need to be aware of the possible difficulties faced by these dyads in order to observe interactions and intervene to promote a more positive relationship and outcome. Knowledge of normal infant development and state regulation as well as sensory processing abilities and play provide the therapist with the tools needed to assist mothers in interacting appropriately with their infants.
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